
A vocal workshop & concert with . . .

Bookings: 

Humph Hall
85 Allambie Road,  Allambie Heights

Frankie Armstrong
From the UK, one of  the 
world’s most renowned 

& respected folk 
singers & teachers 

+ Christina 
Mimmocchi  
& friends

W/shop: $20/$15
Concert: $20/$15

W/shop+Conc: $30/$20

(Entry 
by 

donation)

Workshop: 1pm   Concert: 3.30pm

Sun 25th March, 2012

“You’d be hard-pressed to find a singer on the British folk scene 
with a voice as powerful, versatile and expressive . . . she has the 
remarkable ability to vividly convey the imagery of a song, capture 
and project its every nuance, its every dramatic detail, and perfectly 
exploit the natural tensions of lyric and melody, always giving the 
words the space to breathe.” (Keith Hudson - Wales)
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